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Everyone is doing it ˘ scrapbooking that is ˘ and you think you´d like to give it a try, too.

Modern scrapbooks are different from traditional photo albums in a few respects. They hold bot

Scrapbooks are also more aesthetically pleasing than traditional photo albums. Attention is pa

The biggest distinction between a modern scrapbook and a traditional photo album is the emphas

Because of this emphasis on preservation, specific, specialized supplies are required when scr
The supplies you will need to create your first scrapbook are:

Photos and memorabilia ˘ Before beginning any album you should have its contents organized. Yo

A photo safe album ˘ The album you purchase should be free from acid and lignin (a substance i
A photo trimmer ˘ Photo trimmers come in handy to crop out any unwanted parts of a photograph

A good pair of scissors ˘ There are some jobs the photo trimmer just can´t do. A good, sharp p
Photo safe pens ˘ Special pens are sold that are created to be photo safe. Look for pens that

A photo safe adhesive ˘ Special tape and other adhesives that are photo safe should be purchas
Page protectors ˘ Page protectors are photo safe plastic covers that slip over completed pages

Decorative papers and stickers ˘ These are not essential to creating an album, but many people

Once you´ve gathered all your supplies, you are ready to get to work. If you need a little ins
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